Background
The target of the study is Potato virus A (PVA, genus Potyviridae) and its genome-linked protein (VPg). Most of the PVA proteins are multifunctional, interacting with each other and with host proteins. Many of the functions are still unclear and some completely unknown. VPg is a 23 kDa protein interacting for example with viral polymerase. It has NTP-binding and nuclear localization signals overlapping with each other in the N-terminal end of the protein. Growing evidence shows that genome-linked proteins belong to a class of natively unfolded proteins [1] . Descriptive for this class is regions without fixed structure in the correctly folded and ready-made protein. Interactions between the unfolded region and its natural substrate usually launches folding but structural changes can be regulated also by other reactions such as phosphorylation.
Results
Bioinformatic analysis of PVA VPg was carried out using several different softwares all predicting partly unfolded nature for VPg. Prediction presented in Figure 1A was obtained using PONDR ® software http://www.pondr.com and VSL1 algorithm.
CD spectroscopy was used to get general view of VPg structure. Far-UV spectra shows typical characteristics for unstructured protein (see Figure 1B) , namely low elliptic- 
Conclusion
Consistently with the predictions our experimental data so far supports the natively unfolded structure fo PVA VPg. In addition, CD spectral data supports the prediction that VPg probably has some stabile structural elements as well. Since VPg is a multifunctional protein, the partly unfolded nature putatively gives possibilities to regulate the VPg function during the different stages of infection. For example, structural stabilization launched by PVA polymerase NIb or nucleatidylation of VPg [2] might be the key regulatory events leading to initiation of replication. However, the possible initiators of structural stabilization at the unfolded region remains to be solved.
